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UPCOMING FLCA EVENTS
AUGUST 2016
PATRIC CHENAUX LECTURE AND Q & A
HIGH PARk PUBLIC LIBRARY
Thursday, August 18, 2016
228 Roncesvalles Avenue
Toronto, ON
4:30 pm-7:30 pm / Admission: $5
ca.figu.org/events.html

MICHAEL, CATHERINE AND CHRISTIAN AT THE FIGU ANNUAL
PASSIVE MEMBERS MEETING AT SSSC MAY 21, 2016

Hard physical work, the soles of my feet in need of some
toughening up, slogging meter-long logs from the wood stacks to the
splitter, some of which could easily be a couple of hundred pounds,
pivoting, twisting and leverage, all handy tools...
Fortunately the weather was cool and drizzly, making this constant
push to spit and stack more manageable. Despite a few mishaps,
including a clunk on the old noggin sustained by MH, blood blisters
and a nick from the logging pick, we all pulled through with flying
colours. That was work day 1 and 2. Next came the challenge of the
near vertical hill which needed to be cleared from all branches left
behind from the freshly cut and removed trees. Again, if you are not
accustomed to going up and down steep hills, not to mention, while in
the blistering heat (as I certainly wasn't), it did wonders to get your
heart rate up. After a couple of days of this gruelling work I was
assigned the duty of cleaning out the catch basins from all of the silt,
decayed leaves, muck and worms gathered there after the winter melt.
This was certainly a necessary task to enable the free flow of runoff
because some of the basins were in dire need of immediate attention,
given the amount of debris that was removed (3 wheelbarrows full).
The definite highlight of the work visit was at the end of my work day
on Thursday. I had just finished off cleaning my boots by the back outdoor sink, had gathered my things was heading back to the Freihof to
change, wash up and get ready for the annual passive members supper. As I walked alongside the SSSC main house, past the bird
aviary and I heard Billy conversing with Michael Horn. I continued to
continues on page 3

PATRIC CHENAUX
FIGU-Landesgruppe Canada is pleased to
announce that Patric Chenaux, member of the
Core-Group 49, will be in Toronto for an informal
talk and Q & A session

OCTOBER 2016
WHOLE LIFE EXPO
October 21-23, 2016
Metro Toronto Convention Centre
North Building, 255 Front St. West, Toronto, ON
With 80+ speakers and over 200+ exhibitors
FIGU-FLCA INFORMATION Booth
www.wholelifecanada.com

FALL PSYCHIC FAIR
October 28-30, 2016
The International Centre
6900 Airport Road, Mississauga, ON
FIGU-FLCA INFORMATION Booth
www.fspsychicfairs.com/2016/10-GTA.html
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FLCA IS PUBLISHING THE TALMUD JMMANUEL !
[AN ALL-NEW REVISED ENGLISH/GERMAN EDITION]

Paradies auf Erden

Paradise on Earth

Das Paradies auf Erden
ist dort, wo der Mensch
in Liebe, Frieden und in
Freiheit, Harmonie und
in Glück lebt.

The paradise on Earth
is there, where the human being
lives in Love, Peace and in
Freedom, Harmony und
in Happiness.

SSSC 14. Januar 2011
17.14 h Billy

SSSC 14th of January, 2011
17.14 h Billy

Translation: Jimmy Chen / March 26, 2012
EXCERPT FROM THE “OM” BY BILLY
Translation: Catherine Mossman / November 22, 2013
OM kanon 21: 13, 16 & 17

We are accepting donations. Thank you for your support !
Click link to donate: http://ca.figu.org/donate.html

13. So nun aber die Menschen unterschiedlich sind in
ihrer Evolution, in ihrem Körper, in ihrem Fühlen, in
ihrem Lernen und in ihrem Denken und Handeln, so
sind sie auch unterschiedlich in ihren Leistungen bei
der Verrichtung von Arbeit, so auch, wenn sie geben
ihre besten Bemühungen.
13. As it is now, people are diverse in their evolution, in
their bodies, in their feelings, in their learning and in
their thinking and acting, they are also different in their
output in the performance of work, also even if they
give their best efforts.
------16. Also soll nicht sein eine Lohngebung in
Verschiedenheit durch verschiedene Tätigkeit und
Arbeit, denn wahrheitlich ist jede Arbeit ihres Lohnes
wert, der da bemesset ist nach den Bemühungen und
nicht nach der Leistung.
16. Therefore there should not be a disparity of payment due to differing occupations and work because
truthfully every job is worthy of its wages, since one is
measured according to the efforts and not according to
the output.

The Talmud Jmmanuel is the truthly testament of Jmmanuel,
named Jesus Christ. The old, original document from the time of
Jmmanuel
was discovered in 1963 in the actual grave cave of Jmmanuel
where it lay buried, sealed in resin for about 20 centuries and had
survived the long time. The discoverer of the real grave cave of
Jmmanuel was later murdered in Baghdad, after he had already
translated into German a large part of the old document for his
friend "Billy Eduard A. Meier". What was the UFO connection to
Jmmanuel (aka Jesus Christ)? Who was his real father and from
where was he from? Who was the real traitor, and what is behind
the secret of the resurrection and the ascension to heaven?
What astonishing truths have been hidden from the Earth human
being for two millennia and falsified beyond recognition, and why?

17. Es erhalte daher der Lastenträger nicht mehr Lohn
als der Ziegenhirte, und der Kaiser nicht mehr als der
Tagelöhner, und also nicht ein anderer Führer des
Volkes mehr als der Bauer oder Häusermacher, und
also erhalte auch nicht mehr der Heilkundige als der
Schuhwerker, wenn alle bringen und geben ihre beste
Bemühung, auch wenn ungleich ist die Leistung.
17. Therefore the load carrier does not receive more
pay than the goat herder, and the emperor no more
than the day labourers, and likewise another leader of
the people no more than the farmer or home builder,
and also the healer no more than the shoe maker, if all
bring and give their best effort, even if the output is not
equal.

TALMUD JMMANUEL [GERMAN EDITION]

In collaboration with Billy, Ptaah, the level of Arahat
Athersata and the Plejaren language scientists, is an all-new,
translated 2,000 year-old writing, which was discovered in 1963 in
Jerusalem and which describes the life and work of Jmmanuel
(aka Jesus Christ); written down at that time by order of
Jmmanuel by one of his disciples.
Expanded to include many more important and completely new
explanations. All-new translated edition from 2011 (German) to be
printed in hardcover in 2016 (First English/German Edition).
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IMPRESSIONS...MAY 2016 SSSC from page 1
walk on my way up the gravel road contemplating how maybe I would have a
few questions of my own to ask. Having reached close to the meditation
building I had a strong desire to just go back and present one main question
to Billy, that I wanted to have clarity on...it pertained to the spirit-form within
the human being and where did it originate? Over the years I had had conflicting understandings about this topic and so I wanted to have the definitive
explanation...so as I approached, Billy greeted me with a grin and it was clear
to me that he was willing to take the time to answer some of my questions I
explained that there was much confusion about the topic I was about to ask
and it need clarification. I got very specific: on page 1139 of the GL, second
paragraph it is explained that the spirit-form, prior to entering into a human
being for the first time, exists in the realm of the We-form of new spirit-forms
and remains there until there is a creature that now has a brain that is sufficiently developed to be capable of a conscious consciousness evolution, and
now, consequently, becomes enlivened with a human being's spirit-form . So
therefore the spirit-form incarnates for the very first time in this brain capable
of a consciousness evolution. Never before has this spirit-form incarnated
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FREE FIGU BROCHURES FOR THOSE
WALkING OUTSIDE THE ENVIRONS OF SSSC

CATHERINE AND MICHAEL HAVING FUN DURING THEIR
VOLUNTEER WORk FOR THE UPkEEP OF THE FIGU
SSSC GROUNDS
continues next page
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IMPRESSIONS...MAY 2016 SSSC from page 3

MICHAEL DISCUSSES SEVERAL FLCA TRANSLATION
COMMITTEE QUESTIONS WITH CHRISTIAN FREHNER

into any other species....Billy jumped in, "that's correct however you must know that the spirit-form has no form, it is just
pure neutral energy", and he repeated this point twice to
make sure there was no confusion with the term, "just pure
neutral energy". Of course by that time, my brain was now
churning, as I felt he was giving me the go ahead to ask
some more...initially I had just this question in mind but now I
needed to seize the opportunity so I asked a further question.
"I know that this won't change my life, but it is more of a
curiosity to me, what happens to the overall consciousnessblock once the spirit-form has gone through all of the physical incarnations. Billy "this requires 40 -60 million years", me
and "after the 56 million years in the half physical and then
into the pure spirit levels, what happens to the overall consciousness-block?" Billy slowly and clearly began explaining
the function of the overall consciousness-block and its funccontinues next page
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tion to process, dissolve in neutral energy and create a new
consciousness block...but I asked again...what happens to
the overall consciousness-block and I said it in German just in
case he had not understood my question and he said..."oh
that's a different thing. The OCB dissolves into the spirit-form
which has created it in the first place and becomes one with
it"... Aha. I could not continue further into this topic as other
questions were surfacing for example...where is the realm of
the pure spirit levels? Then he responded..."She is here." I
was trying to understand the use of the term she...who is
here? in my mind...then I got it...He asked me, "you understand?" I said "the Creation". Billy: "Yes, It is everywhere
and nowhere...nowhere because you can't see it and everywhere. Like air.... Throughout the universe." Me: "Okay, so
now what happens when someone dies...I mean more specifically, when I die, I know that under normal circumstances if
one lives 100 years then there would be 152 years in the
beyond, but for me...would that apply or would it be that a
new personality would incarnate in 10, 20, or 50 years? Billy:
"Yes because of the overpopulation...it is terrible what is
going on. Normally we should have 529 million people"...yes,
I understood. So no matter who you are, it makes no difference, we are all affected by the overpopulation and it will
affect/ affects the reincarnational process..."thank you very
much Billy", and his standard response "don't mention it",
came as usual along with the smiling eyes. "I need to go and
get ready for the supper." "Enjoy your evening"..."enjoy your
evening"... and off I went...
And finally I need to mention the overall generosity I felt as a
result of Catherine, Mariann, Willem, Bernadette, Andreas,
Barbara, Christian F., Christian K., Michael H., Billy, Eva and
everyone in general, not to mention, the great food, stimulating conversation and abundance of Swiss chocolate that
made this trip a very, very special event.

A TEMPORARY ELEVATED WALkWAY FOR BRINGING
CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES THROUGH THE FOREST
CANOPY OF SSSC

DONNA AMBROSE FROM HAWAII WITH MICHAEL AND
CATHERINE AT THE FREIHOF
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A BOOk REQUESTED BY PTAAH TO BERNADETTE
AND ANOTHER BOOk SHE IS WORkING ON…
by Catherine Mossman / May 27, 2016
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able. She has had a long friendship with Billy and surely will
have much anecdotal evidence to add.
We learned that the meaning of the name Meier means the foreman of a big farm, well, that is fitting don’t you think?
Another interesting historical fact: Billy’s great grandfather was a
wealthy man, this wealth was passed on to his son, Billy’s
grandfather. However, his grandfather’s wife was a very religious
woman and when he pre-deceased her, she gave all their share
of the Meier wealth to the church. This left Billy’s father with virtually nothing, and thus they lived a very hardscrabble life.
We are all so very lucky to be living at this time, and even more
so to have the fortune to be around this man of wisdom and
love, and to have the great honour to be able to also know those
who have spent a great part of their lives working to help him in
his mission. The intense carrying out of what is a duty and
responsibility is no light work. And we are very thankful to
Bernadette and all the Core Group members who have put so
much time from their lives into this most important work for the
future of mankind.
THE SPIRITUAL TEACHING APPLIED IN OUR DAILY LIFE
Source: FIGU English Forum / Discussion Board

BERNADETTE BRAND

This is a remembered conversation I had with Bernadette
Brand, one of the older and longest members of the Core
Group of 49, as myself and Michael Uyttebroek, drove with
her between Bichelsee and Schmidrüti on May 26, 2016
We were on our way back from the annual Thursday night
dinner that is held at a local restaurant with some of the
core group members and the passive members who are
working there over the days before the annual passive
member’s meeting. While on the way home I asked her if
she was writing any new books and yes she is, two in fact!
One is done and is making the correction rounds at the
moment, the other is just getting started.
The one that is finished was commissioned by Ptaah...
and that was to be a compilation of her various articles
inspired by her studies and learnings from the
Geisteslehre (spiritual teaching) and discussions with Billy.
It is entitled Lehren Schritte, or Learning Steps. Seeing
that the Geisteslehre course is one that lasts approximately 22 years, it will be very interesting to hear what she has
to say.
The second book is going to be a comprehensive biography of Billy. This will be a massive work, including things
not found in other books. It will go into the history of Billy’s
family going back to his great –grandfather. Also, in inclusion of great importance in this book will be a comprehensive look at what was going on around the world during
the term of his life, from 1937 to the present, which
encompasses very broad social, world, technological
changes and advances. For this she will be seeking professional input from a historian. She has so much information to draw from and to make decisions as to what is
included and what will not be included, etc. She said it
gives her a certain feeling of stress, which is understand-

Question: Dear Billy et al.,
Thank you for answering the most important question regarding the relative peace on Earth. You made my day!
I have a request sir. I have two daughters, 19 and 29. It is difficult to communicate your truth with them without appearing as
a missionary. I highly appreciate your recommendation and
advise as to how to trigger their interest to want to delve more
into the material while keeping a balanced approach.
Salome with Love
Answer: Stop any attempt to trigger their interest! They must
find their way and find their interests themselves.
What you can do is to be a good father. Try to implement the
creational-natural principles (virtues) into your daily life, and if
they ask you questions, answer them. In doing so you may be
an example which your daughters may take as a model to be
applied to their own life.
Question: Hello Billy and Christian,
Thank you so much for your previous response. I don't know if
misfortune is solo related to situations beyond our control or
not; or If it that has many forms, but with same causes. You,
Asket, Semjase, Quetzal, have mentioned about misfortune in
diverse conversations and writings, and seems a concept that,
relates to many things, how should people approach and
address misfortune in life?¨
Answer: They shall try to continue making the best of each
situation, control their thinking and behaviour; come to terms
with oneself. (Note by CF: To take an example, e.g. losing one
or more children, or one’s husband or wife, which could or will
be looked upon as a “misfortune“, it is important that a human
being learns from a young age that each human being is a
“separate unity“, who is fully responsible for him- or herself;
which includes that even in a family there must always be
some distance among the members, i.e. no symbiotic relationship. In other words: Each human being must strive to be
autonomous in each situation and shall stand “on one’s two
feet“ at all times.)
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHAT AURA AND MENTAL
FLUIDALPOWERS / AN EXCERPT FROM “RUND UM DIE
FLUIDALENERGIE”
by Billy Meier, p. 46-47
Translation: Catherine Mossman / Dec 27, 2015
Penetanguishene, Ontario
Hat eigentlich die Aura etwas mit der mentalen Fluidalkraft
zu tun?
Has the aura actually something to do with the mental fluidal
powers?
Antwort
Das sind zwei verschiedene Dinge in einem, weil zwei verschiedene Schwingungsebenen betroffen sind.
These are two different things in one, because two different
vibrational levels are affected.
Vereinfacht gesagt: Die mentale Fluidalkraft lagert sich auch
in der Aura ab und ist empfindsam oder feinstfühlig
wahrnehmbar, wobei sie jedoch nicht sichtbar ist.
Put simply: The mental fluidal power is deposited in the aura
and is sensitive or fine-feeling perceptible, however, they are
not visible.

sowie durch die Persönlichkeitschwingung usw. in
Auraenergie und Fluidalenergie um, quasi in eine Strahlung
des geistigen und das schiwngungsmässig das 'PersonalImage’ resp. das Mentale und dessen Regungen manifestiert.
This life energy transformed itself through the innermost
nature and by the personality vibration, etc, in aura energy
and fluids to energy, virtually manifested in a quasi radiating
of the spiritual and the vibrational-manner of the 'Personal
Image' resp. the mentality and its impulses.
Die mentale Fluidalkraft lagert sich an jedem Ort ab, an dem
ein Mensch längere Zeit lebt, oder sie lägert sich an jedem
Ding ab, das er an sich trägt, besitzt oder oft berührt.
The mental fluidal power store themselves everywhere where
a human lives for a long time, or they store themselves in
every thing that he carries, owns or often touches.
N.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
insurmountable language differences between German and English.

THE CAMPER TRAILER IN BILLY’S PHOTO #829 /
MARCH 26, 1981 AT SÄCkLER, DÜRSTELEN

Auch die Aura kann unter Umständen empfunden und gleichermassen feinstfühlbar wahrgenommen jedoch nicht
gesehen werden, und wie die Persönlichkeitsschwingung
löst die Aura z.B. auch Sympathie oder Antipathie,
Zuneigung oder Abneigun aus, weil in ihr ja auch mentale,
persönlichkeitsmässige und charaktermässige Fluide
gelagert sind.
The aura can sometimes be perceived and felt equally in a
fine-feeling manner however not be seen, and in the manner
that the personality’s vibration [swinging waves] triggers the
aura e.g., as well as from sympathy or antipathy, affection or
rejection, because in it mental, personality based and character based fluids are stored.
Je evolutionierter der Mensch ist, desto weiter umgibt die
Aura seinen Körger und desto reascher und differenzierter
nimmt er auch andere Schwingungen wahr.
The more evolved a human being is, the wider the aura is
around his/her body and therefore more quickly and more he
perceives other vibrations in a more differentiated manner.
Die Aura ist der Mantel, der die Lebensform durchströmt und
um diese herum entsteht, gewissermassen als geistigbewusstseinsmässig-körperliches Produkt, das die Geistform
und den Körper mit Lichtgeschwindigkeit pausenlos durchströmt und auch im Zusammenhang steht mit der kosmisch
elecktromagnetischen Lebensenergie, von der sowohl die
Geistform wie auch der Körper lebt.
The aura is the mantle, which flows through the life form and
exists around them as a sort of spiritual-consciousnessbased bodily product that passes without pause through the
spirit form and the body with the speed of light and also
stands in the connection with the cosmic elecktromagnetic
life energy, of which both the spirit form as well as the body
lives.
Diese Lebenerergie wandelt sich durch das innerste Wesen
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MAY 2016 - NOW AT SSSC AS AN “EXTRA ROOM”
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FIGU INFO - NOW OFFICIALLY AVAILABLE AT STUDIO BRILLANTINE, TORONTO / July 8, 2016
FIGU-FLCA INFO TENT AT “SPRING INTO PARkDALE FESTIVAL” TORONTO / May 7, 2016
Photos: Ferdinand Suzara

FREE FIGU INFO IS AVAILABLE INSIDE THE GIFT SHOP

SSSC LOGO & FIGU INFO ON THE DOOR OF
STUDIO BRILLANTINE, TORONTO

Symbol: PSYCHE
from “Symbols of the Spiritual Teaching”
from the storage banks of Nokodemion and
Henok retrieved and recorded by
“Billy” Eduard Albert Meier

FERDINAND AND
MARCEL
AT THE FLCAFIGU INFO
TABLE

PSYCHE is one of 601 symbols in the book
“Symbols of the Spiritual Teaching”.
In total there are 52,476,812 symbols.
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ALIEN COSMIC EXPO - A BRIEF REPORT
Best Western Hotel in Brantford, Ontario
by Catherine Mossman / June 24-26, 2016
This was our second time attending the event, last year we
were there as helpers to Michael Horn who was there as a
speaker. This year we had our own table.
Unfortunately, it was probably the least successful info table
we’ve ever had. One would think that a community of UFO
nuts might be more open to the Meier Contact case, but this
was not to be.
The big catch phrase for this show was ‘experiencers’, i.e.
anyone who’s had weird and inexplicable [to them] ‘experiences’ in their life that they attribute to paranormal or e.t.
caused/ related phenomenon.
The big head liner of the show was Travis Walton, someone
who was allegedly abducted back in the 70’s, who’s story
Hollywood made a movie out of: Fire in the Sky. So now he’s
a celebrity, and everyone was fawning over this ex-logger.
You’d think that someone like him, who’d had an alleged
experience like that, would have some curiosity about life out
there, where these humanoids (who allegedly abducted him)
came from, etc., etc. But no.
Funnily enough after having been given a very poor location
in the hallway across from the garbage cans, with a wall
behind us full of pictures of movie stars of bygone eras and
no where to hang our banner, we moved to a slightly less
poor location further down the hall. This location was right
outside the ‘grand ballroom’ where all the ‘celebrity’ speakers
were doing their
presentations.
We took advantage of the open
coat hanging section across the
hall to make a
second table of
our give away
booklets a place
for display.
So everyone coming and going out
of that room had
to pass through
the ‘FIGU
Gauntlet’ so to speak, including the famous abductee Mr.
Walton, who did not pause for one second.
And so, everyone had to pass us many times throughout the
weekend. We asked some of the people who stopped if
they’d heard of Billy Meier, and oh yes, they had, they knew
ALL about Billy Meier, end of conversation. One guy, said he
was channelling him, and or was in regular contact with him.
MUFON, the big UFO hunting network, walked past us
countless times. There were people just on the other side of
the door from us relating their experiences with the
Pleidians, etc., etc., to a fascinated audience. Some people
asked why we were not presenting. And the reason we think
it was, but did not voice to people asking, was that this
organisation and it’s attendees are more interested in the
materialistic pursuit of UFO phenomenon, government

MICHAEL AT THE FLCA
FIGU INFO TABLE

cover-ups, and strange events in people’s lives and in keeping it all as an intriguing mystery in order to keep people
coming back, and buying autographed books, and paying to
listen to self-important UFO hunters and celebrities flog their
stories, rather than appear to give any kind of credit to Billy
Meier’s case, the most historic case on the planet, with all its
facts and evidence and more importantly about the spiritual
message at the core of Billy Meier’s works. At least we were
‘allowed’ to be there, paying table purchasers after all.
As we reported last year, Michael Horn had presented at this
expo then, and to a receptive audience. He kept it mostly
about the facts and the fulfilling of past predictions that have
come to fruition, that in and of themselves are indicative of
the undeniable veracity and authenticity of the Meier case.
And in his usual fashion he was clear, precise, unequivocal
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ALIEN COSMIC EXPO from page 9

and humourous. And yet because a few people complained that he came across ‘too
strong’ and was not excited about lights in
the sky (the whole rai·son d'être for the show
let us not forget), FIGU was not welcome to
present again. In other words people would
rather stay in their excitable and conjecturing
state where they can make all kinds of fantastical claims and theories, rather than actually face truth.
The reality is, that if everyone truly understood the unprecedented truth of this case,
there would be no need for all the ‘dog and
pony shows’ (to borrow an oft used phrase of
Mr. Horn’s), and this Alien Expo and the like
would no longer be called for.
It wasn’t all bad, there were some positives in
CATHERINE SHOWS OUR LOCATION IN THE HALLWAY
the whole event. As per usual we gave away
over 400 free booklets of our material. A handful of visitors were sincere, and some had never heard of the Meier case at all,
which is unusual for such an event. We had a couple of good conversations and imparted some seeds of knowledge for people to go forth and do their research.
We are doubtful as to whether it makes sense for us, financially, to attend this event in coming years. It is unfortunate for
those who are seeking truth, to be lead down the garden path as they are. However, it is simply a matter of time, maybe even
many lifetimes, before they are going to come to the truth. And truth patiently and eternally waits. And so will we.
Salome, Catherine

Quellen der Freiheit

Sources of the Freedom

Die Freiheit der auf die schöpferisch-natürlichen
Gesetze und Gebote ausgerichteten Gedanken
und Gefühle ist unantastbar sowie unanfechtbar,
denn sie sind die einzige Quelle, woraus sich der
Mensch laben kann, ohne sich böse zu vergiften.

The freedom of the thoughts and feelings directed upon
the creational-natural laws and recommendations are
untouchable as well as uncontestable, because they are
the single source, from which the human beings can
refresh themselves without evily poisoning themselves.

Die Freiheit des Bewusstseins ist in jeder guten
Beziehung unantastbar sowie unanfechtbar und
auch jedes Menschen Recht, denn sie ist das Gut
zur Evolution und ein stiller Strom des Lernens,
ohne von ihm ins Elend fortgerissen zu werden.

The freedom of the consciousness is in every good
respect, untouchable as well as uncontestable and is
also every human being’s right, because it is the good
for the evolution and a quiet stream of the learning,
without being swept away by it into the misery.

Die Freiheit des Lernens und auch des Wissens
ist unantastbar und unanfechtbar, denn nur durch
sie bildet sich der Ozean aller Weisheit sowie der
Liebe, und allein in diesem kann sich der Mensch
friedvoll und sicher bewegen, ohne unterzugehen.

The freedom of the learning and also of the knowledge
is untouchable and uncontestable, because only
through it forms the ocean of all wisdom as well as the
love, and solely in this can the human being move
peacefully and surely, without going under.

SSSC, 16. Dezember 2011, 15.30 h Billy

SSSC, 16 of December, 2011, 15.30 h Billy

Translation: Jimmy Chen / December 24, 2012

N.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
insurmountable language differences between German and English.

Salome,
FIGU-LANDESGRUPPE CANADA

